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may cause confusion, but in such instances the clinical context and
successive examinations will soon determine the matter. Inflammation
of the adjacent pleura, as in left-sided pneumonia, will sometimes cause
pleuro-pericardial friction. This Is usually heard at the left border of the
heart, and has the shuffling or grating quality typical of pericardia! fric-
tion; hut the fact that the sound is louder during inspiration and quieter
while the breath Is held, together with the evidence of primary inflamma-
tion in trie lung, will in most cases clinch the diagnosis. When pleuro-
pericardlal friction Is heard, generalized pericarditis Is often Imminent.
Pericardial effusion is likely to be mistaken for heart failure from Pericardia!
other causes, owing to the rapid development of dyspnoea, orthopnoea, effusion
and congestion. The local signs in the heart, particularly the extensive
dullness on percussion and weak heart-sounds, will general!} indicate the
cause of the rapid reduction in effort-tolerance; the pulsus paradoxus,
the falling blood-pressure, and the increasing heart-rate will also suggest
the mechanical embarrassment to which the heart is subjected. Difficulty
may arise when effusion is not of great volume, or when both cardiac
enlargement and effusion are present or suspected. Even exploration
may lead to an erroneous conclusion, since pleural fluid usually co-
exists, and may be mistakenly regarded as pericardia! If the pain of
pericardlal disease is referred to the abdomen, a false diagnosis of acute
abdominal disease may be made.
Pick's disease, or chronic constrict!ve pericarditis, which Is actually Pick"® disease
venous and hepatic congestion without failure of the heart-muscle, completive
must be mainly distinguished from congestion due to chronic heart pericarditis)
failure. In the latter condition the oedema appears first In the legs,
and the overfilled neck veins pulsate; signs of mitral and possibly
tricuspld disease together with gross enlargement of the heart are
frequently present. Conversely, in Pick's disease there is preponderating
swelling of the abdomen and little If any pulsation in the veins In the
neck; signs of mitral disease are absent and the heart is either normal
in size or at most moderately enlarged.
Differentiation from primary cirrhosis of the liver is not likely to Differentia-
cause difficulty, for this disease hardly ever occurs In the earlier decades ^^^fl
of life and does not cause venous congestion In the neck. The history currhosfe of
may help, the cirrhotic patient very often giving a history of alcoholism.  lver
Further, cirrhosis does not, like Pick's disease, affect the systemic
circulation producing a paradoxical pulse with low pulse-pressure. It
is true that chronic congestion evokes slight fibrosis in the liver but
nothing approacMng the coarse lobulation so often detected on clinical
examination in multilobular cirrhosis.
Although polyserositis or Concato's disease (see Vol. II, p.  157) &om
frequently attacks the pleural and pericardlal membranes, It Is quite ^°ySGrom m
distinct from chronic constrictive pericarditis. Pick's disease usually Is
not associated with a thick 'icing* of perlhepatitis {Zuckergm$leber)9
although this condition may occasionally be found, particularly if a
preceding polyserositis has invaded the peritoneum.

